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Raingutter regatta rules 2018

The rules for the reingater rally are pretty simple. The boys build boats from the Reingater Ragata Trimaran boat kits handed out by their lair leaders. Please follow the assembly instructions on the package and allow the bricks to decorate in any way they choose. The race itself will be divided into rating categories: Tiger, Wolf, Bear, and
Webelos I &amp; II. Each rank group will compete with each other. The race will feature rakes on tables. We've got three Ryangutters ready to speed up the races. The boys blow air on the boats through a straw to get them through the water. Hands can only be used to upright a capsized boat and cannot be used to promote the boat.
Boys are not allowed to use their faces, lips, hats, nose or other body parts to move the boat - only their lung strength! Also, they can't use straw to push the boat. Each viewer will run every lane twice. Points are awarded as follows: 1st place = 1 point, 2nd place = 2 points, 3rd place = 3 points. The points in total at the end and the low
score wins. In the event of a points draw, there will be a tiebreaker race to determine the top, second and third places. The awards will be given for speed for places 1, 2nd and 3rd by ranking (Tigers, Wolves, Bears, Webelos I &amp; II). An award will also be given by rank for the most creative boat. Note: Winners are quickly excluded
from participating in the most creative boat category. Boat construction rules must be built recently for the current Scout year. As practical as it is, the boat needs to be built significantly by spectators with parental supervision. The boat should use every part of the Traingater Regatta Trimaran boat kit. Additional parts, labels, paint and glue
are allowed. The total width should not exceed 3 1/4 inches. Gutters are +/- 3 1/2 inches wide, so there is little or no tolerance to boats wider than 3 1/4 inches. The total length from the bow to the aft (including steering steering) should not exceed 7.00 inches, nor shorter than 6.50 inches. The sail may be trimmed and shaped, but may not
be larger than the material provided. Sails can be glued to the thon to improve stability. You can also change the position of the sail. ** Caution – Improper sail positioning may cause the boat to become unstable. The sail cannot be folded, mug, or used to make any shape other than that of a traditional sail. For example, you can't use 500,
a box, a box, a rectangle, a roll, or other formatting. If you have a question about your design, be sure to ask the race coordinator or dan leader before building your boat. It is recommended that you glue the sail to the mast to prevent it from spinning. Details such as figures, stickers and paint are allowed as long as those details are taped
or fastened tightly to the boat. The scouts are welcome to decorate their boat. You can add material and items to boats, but keep in mind that it's easier It'll usually be faster. After check-in, there will be no changes to the boats - please check boats at home before race day to make sure the boat doesn't capsize. Race rules at most, three
boys will compete against each other at a time. They will be read based on a random selection made by race management software. Each boat must start with the back of the boat touching the end of the gutter. When the starter says go, the boys will propel the boats by blowing through the straw provided on the sail. It is permissible to
hold the straw in one or both hands. Otherwise the boys' hands must be behind their backs at all times, unless the boat is turned upside down or stuck on the gutter. The child may use his hand only to protect his boat or to remove an obstacle (i.e. if the boat is stuck on the gutter). The child cannot advance the boat with his hand at any
time or push it with the straw. The race will end when the boat crosses the marked finish line at the end of each Ryangutter. The racing manager and in the race stages of each lane will judge violations and declare the finishing place in each race. The race official's decisions are final. Most importantly, the focus on this event should be on
building the skill (including managing disappointments) and the quality time spent rather than on the winner/loss aspect. It's about doing your best, not about being the best. Braingatter Racing (Bamout) is an annual outdoor racing event for spectators. It's a lot less formal and uncompetitive like Pinewood Derby. The weather can play a
huge role in the outcome of any race. With the help of parents, viewers assemble and few standard BSA kits. During the race spectators propel their trimarans by gently blowing air on them. Hands must be behind your back to avoid touching the trimmern. Patience is key, as strong gusts will make trimmern sink its nose underwater. All
scouts get to race at least twice. If Trimmern loses two races, he's removed from the race. Our package also has a design competition with several categories to choose from. How to participate in get official BSA Raingutter Regatta Racing Trimaran Kit (purchase at Simon Cantone Scout Council store or online). Select a category for the
design competition. Decorate with waterproof paint and accessories Sign up to donate Pack 197 Lucky Pot Get Registration Number (on site). The registration number will stick to the top of the mast. Read and follow the Regatta Raingutter 197 General Pack (see below)! Come up with an innovative design and build your car with proper
approval and within size restrictions. The owner of the boat (registered explorer) must be present during the race. 'Viewers are welcome to wear a class B uniform. pack 197 official Regatta rules color and ornaments must be proof of water! Stick to the standard kit: you can't fold, fold or wrap the sails around the boat mast. The sail must be
assembled using Holes and a middle part should gently bow forward. The maximum boat body width (excluding sail) is 3 3/8 inches if you have protruding parts from the sides you will hit the gutters and you must slowly use all parts from the kit (2 outriggers, trimmer hull, 4 screws, mast, and sail) no engines or other power sources
allowed, boats must run on scout wind power only. Do not shorten the mast and the size of the sail cannot be increased. Stick to the parts of the standard kit! Nothing can extend beyond the front or back spot of outriggers, so the maximum total boat length is 6 3/4 inches no one can touch trimaran in the water, except for race officials.
Each boat will race at least twice. Each time the boat loses a total of two races (in each order) it is removed from other races. Trophies are awarded for places 1, 2 and 3. Displaying 1-9 sort-by questions: Recently asked we answered the question: How long does it take to build? Could it be done at the Maura meeting? By: Susie,
Hummelstown | October 22, 2019 Answered this answer question: Kits are quite simple to build to build, but depends on how sophisticated/knockout viewers want to make them take longer. You might want to ask some of your more experienced parents from the council. By: CS, | October 23, 2019 Question: What kind of color can we use
on the boats to add paint? By: MT, Blaine, WA | May 07, 2019 Answer this question Answer: Hi! We recommend each color of the tests. For best results with glow-in-the-dark and fluorescent options, use Primer first! You can then up the paint (once it's completely dry!) with clear, waterproof varnch. Examiners Paint: by: Kate, | May 24,
2019 Question: What kind of additional materials are required to build this? Waterproof adhesive, etc.? By: mck, Chicago | October 15, 2018 Answer this answer question: Sorry for the delayed response - all you need is a little Philips head screwdriver! By: Kate, | 12 November 2018 Question: How wide is the finished item please? We
have existing 4-inch-wide gutters that were once used with the individual hull boats. Will these trimerans match our existing sewers? Thank you. By: Marks, Penfield, New York | September 13, 2018 Answer this answer question: Hi Mark! The hull measures about 3.25 wide. By: Alex, | September 14, 2018 Question: Will this boat work with
the inflatable running track? By: Missy, Knoxville, TN | September 07, 2018 Answer this question Answer: Hi Missy, this kit is designed for use with inflatable running track. By: Alex, | Date 11 Sep 2018 2018
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